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What is spiritual direction and my spiritual direction? What are my "blind spots" and how can I
uncover them? What keeps me from all the spiritual riches Christ has for me? How can I better
understand where I am in my spiritual progress? Daniel Burke's Navigating the Interior Life will give
you the tools you need to understand how and why we grow and die in the spiritual life and what we
can do about it.
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This book was provided to me by Emmaus Road in exchange for an honest review. I try to be fair
and review books in the order I am sent them, but I have to admit that it was hard for me to wait for
this book because the cover kept drawing me in. It was a real test of patience not moving this up in
my queue.For those of you unfamiliar with Daniel Burke, he runs a website entitled Roman Catholic
Spiritual Direction and also writes and is the Executive Director of National Catholic Register. The
primary aim of this book is a call to holiness and drawing closer to God through spiritual direction. I
would attempt to explain to you what spiritual direction is, but I would not do Mr. Burke justice. One
should just know that people find this spiritual direction under a spiritual director, generally a
religious but sometimes a lay person. The book stresses repeatedly that one should not attempt to
be their own spiritual director.This book is intended to be read slowly, prayerfully, and if possible in
front of the Blessed Sacrament. However, this is hard to do as a lot of the chapters are short and all
of them leave you longing to read more. In this book, you will find advice on who to find as a spiritual
director, questions to ask of your spiritual director, evaluation (to be done under spiritual guidance)

of your root sin and where you are at in your spiritual journey. These last two can be done by
yourself on a superficial level, and if you are honest with yourself, the answer will probably humble
you at how far away you are from God and how much closer you could be.Although this book is a
Catholic book, it has a very Eastern Orthodox feel, not that that is a bad thing.
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